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Environment and Natural Resources Trust Fund 
2024 Request for Proposal 

General Information 
Proposal ID: 2024-193 

Proposal Title: Understanding Native Fishes in the Bowfishing Era 

 

Project Manager Information 
Name: Alec Lackmann 

Organization: U of MN - Duluth 

Office Telephone: (218) 726-7443 

Email: alackman@d.umn.edu 

 

Project Basic Information 
Project Summary: Minnesotans increasingly value native fishes. For example, >95% of bowfished species in MN are 
native, yet all are poorly understood. Foundational natural resource data is absolutely necessary for all stakeholders. 

Funds Requested: $588,000 

Proposed Project Completion: June 30, 2028 

LCCMR Funding Category: Foundational Natural Resource Data and Information (A) 

 

Project Location 
What is the best scale for describing where your work will take place?   
 Statewide 

What is the best scale to describe the area impacted by your work?   
 Statewide 

When will the work impact occur?   
 During the Project and In the Future 
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Narrative 
Describe the opportunity or problem your proposal seeks to address. Include any relevant background information. 

There is a serious lack of understanding of a large group of native fishes in our state, even as user-groups have recently 
and significantly expanded their interests to include this group of native fishes. For example, bowfishing is a rapidly 
growing and extremely effective fishery in Minnesota in which fish are shot with arrows, and hauls from individual 
outings can exceed that of commercial harvest (LiteratureCited1-7). Small teams (2-4 people) at overnight tournaments 
in Minnesota can shoot native fishes at rate of 1.25 fish/min (450 fish over the course of 6 hours). Traditional anglers 
also increasingly value these fishes for sport and food, and lack of a basic biological understanding of these fishes has 
generated recent bills in the MN legislature including HF 1076 in 2021, HF 2764 in 2022, and HF 245 in 2023, the first 
effecting gar take limits statewide as of March 2023. At the gar fish hearing in 2021 (HF 1076), an LCCMR member 
stressed the clear need for updated data on these native fishes. The knowledge gap for these species creates an 
unmanageable position that is exacerbated by a lack of funding to support essential research on these fishes 
(LiteratureCited4). 

What is your proposed solution to the problem or opportunity discussed above? Introduce us to the work you are 
seeking funding to do. You will be asked to expand on this proposed solution in Activities & Milestones. 
We will use our pioneering expertise in this area (LiteratureCited1,3-8) to document foundational natural resource data 
for six native fishes of MN that are now targeted as sportfish by new user-groups. We will study bigmouth buffalo, 
smallmouth buffalo, bowfin, silver redhorse, longnose gar, and quillback because this native species array is diverse, and 
these are all species that have become significant sportfish to Minnesotans. Vital rate data for each species will include 
validated: growth rate, age at maturity, reproduction rate, lifespan, and mortality rate estimates. Validated vital-rate 
data of fishes is crucial for sustainable management of aquatic ecosystems because such is the means to truly 
understand the resource replenishment rate (LiteratureCited1). We will validate ages using the state-of-the-art-
technique called bomb radiocarbon dating using refined accelerator mass spectrometry, a method for which we have 
extensive experience (LiteratureCited1,9), using bigmouth buffalo as the geochemical reference species 
(LiteratureCited1). The age-validated life history information of these fishes will (1) provide a defensible basis for 
establishing sustainable management practices of these shared aquatic resources, (2) improve recreational 
opportunities by creating a sound basis for viable fisheries, and (3) educate community members that rely of these 
resources in Minnesota. 

What are the specific project outcomes as they relate to the public purpose of protection, conservation, preservation, 
and enhancement of the state’s natural resources?  
Outcome1: These validated data will provide a defensible basis to establish sustainable management practices of these 
shared aquatic resources, allow us to gain incredible understanding of the amazing diversity of fishes in Minnesota, and 
will foster the beginning of a new aquatic-resource legacy for all Minnesotans. 
Outcome2: These validated data will improve recreational opportunities by creating a robust basis for a multitude of 
sustainable fisheries in Minnesota. 
Outcome3: Working with local stakeholders to spread this new knowledge, this work will educate community members 
at large that rely on, utilize, or in any way cherish these prized aquatic resources in Minnesota. 
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Activities and Milestones 

Activity 1: Fish collection, measurements, dissection; complete otolith processing for age estimation in 
lab at University of MN Duluth 
Activity Budget: $166,300 

Activity Description:  
We will collect at least 70 individuals from each of 6 species (n ≥ 420): bigmouth buffalo, smallmouth buffalo, bowfin, 
silver redhorse, longnose gar, and quillback from specific sites in MN (Fig. 1 for bowfishing examples of these new 
sportfish). At least 30 of each species will be collected from a single site during spring prior to spawn, so that 
reproductive maturity (of the population) can be accurately determined. We will photograph each fish, measure each 
fish for size, dissect and measure reproductive tissue, and dissect the complete set of otoliths (earstones within fish 
used for accurate age analysis (LiteratureCited10)). We will process otoliths in the lab for age and vital rate estimates 
(growth, age at maturity, reproduction rate, longevity, and mortality rate) following standard protocols developed by 
our lab (LiteratureCited1,3-8). This involves photographing and weighing whole otoliths, embedding otoliths in epoxy, 
and thin-sectioning embedded otoliths to produce thin sections (< 400 µm) viewed and photographed under high-
magnification compound microscopy. Although rigorous work, vital-rate information derived from otolith thin sections is 
foundational natural resource data that is crucial for the sustainable management of fish stocks, and to restore and 
conserve the integrity of aquatic ecosystems. 

Activity Milestones:  

Description Approximate 
Completion Date 

Collection of n ≥ 420 fish from MN across the 6 species November 30, 2025 
Measure and dissect all collected fish December 31, 2025 
Complete initial lab work associated with each fish (otolith processing for age) June 30, 2026 

 

Activity 2: Extract otolith microsamples at UMN Duluth; send for bomb radiocarbon dating at the AMS 
facility in Woods Hole, MA 
Activity Budget: $259,390 

Activity Description:  
We will extract otolith microsamples from a subset of 30 individuals per species (n = 180) using a micromill for precision 
extraction (LiteratureCited1). Bomb radiocarbon dating uses the global radiocarbon signal that spiked in the late 1950s 
to early 1960s from global nuclear bomb testing, as a time-specific marker to carbon-date organisms (LiteratureCited1,9-
10). Using the centenarian bigmouth buffalo, a long-lived legacy species of Minnesota (LiteratureCited1), we will 
reconstruct the entire radiocarbon chronology (pre-1950 to present) for use as a baseline on which to validate the ages 
of the other fishes. Dr. Allen Andrews is the world-expert in micromill use and bomb radiocarbon dating, and we 
collaborate (LiteratureCited1,3). He has published more than 80 peer-reviewed scientific papers on age validation of 
organisms around the world. He will train Dr. Lackmann in use of the micromill as a UMN affiliate. We will then send 
microsamples for radiocarbon analysis to the accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) facility in Woods Hole, MA (there 
are no MN AMS facilities). Accelerator mass spectrometry requires an entire facility, and there are only ~100 AMS 
facilities in the world that offer services. We have collaborated extensively with the AMS facility at Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institution, MA (LiteratureCited1). 

Activity Milestones:  

Description Approximate 
Completion Date 
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Obtain a micromill for our lab at the University of MN Duluth June 30, 2025 
Prepare additional otolith sections - micromilling from fish subset (n = 180) for age validation November 30, 2026 
Micromill microsamples at UMN Duluth; then send microsamples to AMS facility for radiocarbon 
analysis 

December 31, 2026 

 

Activity 3: Analyze data, write, publish results in scientific journals; collaborate with MN conservation 
organizations to disseminate results statewide to the public 
Activity Budget: $162,310 

Activity Description:  
We will analyze data, write scientific manuscripts, submit findings to scientific journals, publish, attend meetings, and 
present results wherever possible. Dr. Lackmann has presented his research more than 100 times since 2018. We will 
work with MN conservation organizations that we already inform including Native Fish For Tomorrow, the Minnesota 
Chapter of the Izaak Walton League of America, Minnesota Lakes and Rivers, MN representatives of the Nature 
Conservancy, and others, to disseminate our published research findings in non-technical format. We will also work with 
broad conservation organizations to share our work in an easily-accessible way to world. This will result in immediate 
impact of scientific research that will inform policy and lead to sound natural resource management. For example, Dr. 
Lackmann’s research from 2019 was publicized by National Geographic and MeatEater, bringing international attention 
to Minnesota. As we have learned recently considering several bills in the MN legislature, many of these fishes were 
once historically-neglected native species. Our research will ensure these fishes can be enjoyed in perpetuity by future 
generations of Minnesotans in the land of 10,000 lakes. Minnesota is poised to lead this new legacy. Interest in these 
fishes is exponentially growing across North America. 

Activity Milestones:  

Description Approximate 
Completion Date 

Analyze data, write manuscripts, submit findings to scientific journals November 30, 2027 
Promptly respond to peer review; scientific papers published June 30, 2028 
Hold meetings (continuously) with organizations to disseminate research in a non-technical format 
statewide and internationally 

June 30, 2028 
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Project Partners and Collaborators 
Name Organization Role Receiving 

Funds 
Dr. Mark Clark UMN Duluth Dr. Mark Clark is a population biologist and Professor in the Department of 

Biology at UMD. He is a long-time colleague of Dr. Lackmann and is Co-I on this 
project. 

Yes 

Dr. Allen 
Andrews 

Age and 
Longevity 
Research 

Dr. Andrews is the world-expert in bomb radiocarbon age validation, with a 
volume of work on fishes, and expert in use of the micromill. He will train Dr. 
Lackmann in use of the micromill and provide services for bomb radiocarbon 
data analysis. Website: astrofish.me 

Yes 

Tyler Winter & 
Andrew 
Geving 

Native Fish For 
Tomorrow 
(NF4T) 

Tyler is co-founder and Director of NF4T; he testified in the MN legislature 
regarding the “no junk fish” bill and others. He has a vast network of contacts. 
He will disseminate our research findings across NF4T as well as other channels. 
Andrew is President of NF4T. Recommendation letter attached. 

No 

Corey Geving Roughfish.com; 
MNDNR 

Co-founder of roughfish.com, MN DNR employee, and roundtable discussion 
leader. Corey has worked in depth on fish and wildlife conservation. Corey will 
also disseminate our research findings across media platforms. 
Recommendation letter attached. 

No 

John Rust & 
Tim Johnson 

Izaak Walton 
League of 
America 
(IWLA) 

John is President of the MN Chapter of the IWLA. Tim is the Conservation Issues 
Chair of the Breckenridge, MN Chapter of the IWLA. Both have worked on 
several conservation issues including the “no junk fish” bill. IWLA supports, and 
will share our research across channels. Recommendation letter attached. 

No 

Jeff Forester MN Lakes and 
Rivers 

Jeff is the Executive Director of Minnesota Lakes and Rivers Advocates and has 
invited Dr. Lackmann to present research findings at venues in the past. He will 
help share our research findings across MN Lake and River associations and 
continue to invite us to present our research. Recommendation letter attached. 

No 

Tom Casey Attorney at 
Law 

Tom is a lawyer who has worked on numerous conservation issues, including 
those highlighted in the “no junk fish” bill. He worked with IWLA to file a legal 
petition to MNDNR in August 2022 to promote research of native “rough” fish in 
MN. He supports and will share our research. 

No 

Dr. Kristen 
Blann 

The Nature 
Conservancy 

Dr. Blann is a freshwater ecologist and MN representative of the Nature 
Conservancy and has voiced continued support of our research since we began 
presenting in 2018. Dr. Blann will share our research findings through the Nature 
Conservancy. Recommendation letter attached. 

No 

Association of 
Minnesota 
Counties 
(AMC) 

AMC – all 87 
counties of MN 

The Association of Minnesota Counties supports and will share our research. In 
2023, the AMC added a legislative policy position to their platform for Native 
Fish Species Management in MN. See page 11 of “Association of Minnesota 
Counties’ 2023 Legislative Policy Positions” document accessible from their 
website: mncounties.org 

No 

 

Long-Term Implementation and Funding 
Describe how the results will be implemented and how any ongoing effort will be funded. If not already addressed as 
part of the project, how will findings, results, and products developed be implemented after project completion? If 
additional work is needed, how will this work be funded?  
Our findings will be disseminated to managers and the scientific community through peer-reviewed publications, and 
also to the public via collaboration with local stakeholders (Activity 3). If additional work is needed (e.g., research on 
more than the six species we propose here), then we will submit another proposal to continue this work on more 
species after this project’s completion. 

Project Manager and Organization Qualifications 
Project Manager Name: Alec Lackmann 

Job Title: Assistant Professor 
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Provide description of the project manager’s qualifications to manage the proposed project.  
Alec Lackmann is an Assistant Professor at UMD who works in both the Department of Mathematics and Statistics and 
the Department of Biology (Lackmann’s Lab: bigmouthbuffalo.org). He has research expertise in fish-age analysis and 
bowfisheries, with more than a decade of experience working with native MN “rough fish”. He has published pioneering 
research on the buffalofishes, quillback, river carpsucker, blue sucker, and bowfin that have culminated in findings that 
are already reshaping inland fisheries in North America. He has been studying underappreciated fishes since 2009 as a 
side project, more than a decade before the statewide relevance was realized by the public and formally introduced as 
bills in the state legislature. His 2019 research publication on bigmouth buffalo and bowfishing sparked interest in this 
overall issue and catalyzed the native freshwater fish movement that is currently underway. He discovered that 
bigmouth buffalo live more than 100 years, and have 10 to 50-year gaps in reproduction. This scientific work was 
publicized across media including MeatEater, MPR, Star Tribune, Field and Stream, and National Geographic. He 
completed that work voluntarily in addition to completing his dissertation on climate change effects on tundra pond 
ecology of northern Alaska, all while a PhD student at NDSU. He collaborates widely with the bowfishing community, 
traditional anglers, and the commercial fishery. Since 2016, he has developed more than 100 contacts from a range of 
informed citizens including MN bowfishers and anglers, leaders of MN conservation organizations, members of Lake 
Associations, and government biologists who have been impassioned and engaged by his research. The most common 
sentiment he hears from all stakeholders (bowfishers, anglers, public) is: Why are these animals neglected? We value 
them, and we want them to be around for our grandkids to enjoy one day. Minnesotans desire that these fishes be 
understood. 

Organization: U of MN - Duluth 

Organization Description:  
The University of Minnesota Duluth is a highly-ranked regional research and liberal arts university with a global 
reputation for freshwater research. A campus size of approximately 10,000 people, UMD students can choose from 
more than 93 undergraduate and post-baccalaureate degrees, and from graduate programs in more than 20 different 
fields. The Department of Biology and the Department of Mathematics and Statistics lie within the Swenson College of 
Science and Engineering (SCSE), the largest college at UMD and the third largest in the University of Minnesota System. 
It currently has an enrollment of more than 3,200 undergraduate and 200 graduate students. This research fits in with 
one of the grand challenges of the college, i.e. developing an international reputation in the nascent areas of materials 
science, water, sustainable energy and mining innovation. 
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Budget Summary 
Category / 
Name 

Subcategory 
or Type 

Description Purpose Gen. 
Ineli 
gible 

% 
Bene 
fits 

# 
FTE 

Class 
ified 
Staff? 

$ Amount 

Personnel         
Alec Lackmann  PI, Conduct the research; involved in all aspects of 

the work; extensive full-time work (> 40 hours per 
week) throughout all summers. Summer Salary for 
three months all 4 years 

  26.9% 1  $129,233 

Mark Clark  Co-I, Collaborate on the project; conduct data 
analysis and contribute to manuscript writing. One 
half of one month summer salary all four years. 

  26.9% 0.16  $32,214 

GRA  Master’s student, Full time all 4 summers; 50% 
time both semesters during academic year 1, 50% 
time 1 semester academic years 2-4; Assist and 
conduct research 

  40.7% 1.92  $160,482 

Undergraduates  Lab & Field Assistants; Assist and conduct 
research; gain lab and field experience. funding for 
the equivalent for 1 undergrad 50% time across 4 
academic years; plus 1 undergrad 50% for first 2 
summers (funds for undergrad 20 hrs a week all 4 
years for academic year; 20 hrs a week summers 1 
and 2) 

  0% 1.76  $54,600 

       Sub 
Total 

$376,529 

Contracts and 
Services 

        

Dr. Andrews, 
collaboration as 
a UMN affiliate 

Professional 
or Technical 
Service 
Contract 

Micromill training; bomb radiocarbon sample prep 
training; bomb radiocarbon reference analysis (Dr. 
Allen Andrews is the world-expert in fish-otolith 
micromilling, and bomb radio carbon dating) 

   -  $60,000 

Woods Hole 
Oceanographic 
Institution 
National Ocean 
Sciences 
Accelerator 
Mass 
Spectrometry 
(NOSAMS) 

Professional 
or Technical 
Service 
Contract 

Age validation – carbon dating. A subset of 30 
otoliths from each of 6 species will be prepared for 
bomb radiocarbon analysis for age validation. The 
NOSAMS fee is $268 per sample. There are no AMS 
facilities in MN; NOSAMS is the world-renown AMS 
facility in the USA. 

   -  $48,240 
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       Sub 
Total 

$108,240 

Equipment, 
Tools, and 
Supplies 

        

 Tools and 
Supplies 

Miscellaneous lab supplies (e.g., storage vials, 
microscope slides, isomet blades, image analysis 
computer software) 

Expendable items used to store 
samples in the lab, prepare samples 
for analysis and analyze otolith 
images for age determination. 

    $3,081 

 Tools and 
Supplies 

Miscellaneous field supplies (e.g., waders, nets, 
scales, coolers, ice, projector, screen) 

Various field supplies needed for 
surveys, collecting fish, dissection & 
transport. 

    $2,000 

       Sub 
Total 

$5,081 

Capital 
Expenditures 

        

  Micromill Computer-controlled New-Wave 
MicromillV2 for high-precision 
micromilling of sample powder 
(micrometer-drilling precision in all 
three axes: x,y, & z). This equipment is 
crucial to extract micrograms of 
sample powder from the calcified 
otolith. The micromill must be 
controlled and extremely precise. This 
equipment would enhance University 
of MN Duluth’s overall research 
program and capability as the 
University does not currently have 
this equipment. The equipment would 
be used across its full lifetime 
(numerous decades) and would have 
numerous applications to several 
fields of science. 

X    $45,000 

       Sub 
Total 

$45,000 

Acquisitions 
and 
Stewardship 

        

       Sub 
Total 

- 
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Travel In 
Minnesota 

        

 Miles/ Meals/ 
Lodging 

We assume 100 miles per trip @ $0.655 per mile. 
We assume standard per diem each trip at $59 per 
day. We assume hotel rooms for the subset (~1/2) 
of trips that go late into the evening (night 
bowfishing fish pick-ups) (n = 50) @ $98 per room 
(n = 2 total rooms), $59 per diem overnight per 
person and 3 persons per hotel trip.   1 person x 50 
day trips = 50*100*0.655 + 50*59 = $6,225  3 
people x 50 night trips = 50*100*0.655 + 
[(50*98*2) + (50*59*3)] = $3,275 + $9,800 + 
$8,850 = $21,925 

Trips to field sites (100 total) to collect 
fish 

    $28,150 

       Sub 
Total 

$28,150 

Travel Outside 
Minnesota 

        

       Sub 
Total 

- 

Printing and 
Publication 

        

 Publication Publication; page chares; OA fees. At least 6 
manuscripts for scientific journals are anticipated 
from the study. 

Dissemination of findings through 
peer-reviewed scientific journals. 

    $25,000 

       Sub 
Total 

$25,000 

Other Expenses         
       Sub 

Total 
- 

       Grand 
Total 

$588,000 
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Classified Staff or Generally Ineligible Expenses 
Category/Name Subcategory or 

Type 
Description Justification Ineligible Expense or Classified Staff Request 

Capital 
Expenditures 

 Micromill This equipment is not among the types of generally ineligible expenses 
Additional Explanation : Extremely high precision ( ± 1 μm in all axes: x,y,z) micromilling 
and documentation (computer controlled) of micro-subsamples extracted from otoliths; 
an absolutely crucial step to extract exclusively hatch (birth) year material (<10 milligrams 
of sample powder) from otoliths and test for radiocarbon – necessary to perform 
radiocarbon-dating age validation work. 
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Non ENRTF Funds 
Category Specific Source Use Status Amount 
State     
In-Kind UMN Duluth Unrecovered F & A at federally negotiated 55% Secured $275,388 
   State Sub 

Total 
$275,388 

Non-State     
   Non State 

Sub Total 
- 

   Funds 
Total 

$275,388 
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Attachments 

Required Attachments 
Visual Component 
File: feb49e17-0f9.pdf 

Alternate Text for Visual Component 
There are more than 20 native fish species newly-targeted as sportfish in Minnesota. For example, (A) Bowfishing is a 
recently popular, highly-effective, lethal method of catch of various native species (B-H). (B) Bowfin (C) Freshwater Drum 
(D) White Sucker; (E) Longnose Gar; (F) Quillback; (G) Redhorse, Bullhead; (H) Bigmouth Buffalo.... 

Optional Attachments 
Support Letter, Photos, Media, Other 

Title File 
Izaak Walton League of America Recommendation Letter - MN 
Chapter 

642e73f5-692.pdf 

MN Lakes and Rivers Advocates Recommendation Letter e2d07d47-1ea.pdf 
Native Fish For Tomorrow - founded in MN - Recommendation 
Letter 

29625598-da9.pdf 

Roughfish Community - founded in MN - Recommendation 
Letter 

ed533725-7f6.pdf 

Bombs and Fish - Bomb radiocarbon dating visually explained 85811939-ded.jpe 
Literature Cited fdfc047f-5fe.pdf 
SPA Transmittal Letter 7a0dc0d3-5fe.pdf 
Nature Conservancy (MN) Recommendation Letter by Dr. 
Kristen Blann 

9a1d2821-9a9.pdf 

 

 

Administrative Use 
Does your project include restoration or acquisition of land rights?  
 No 

Does your project have potential for royalties, copyrights, patents, or sale of products and assets?  
 No 

Do you understand and acknowledge IP and revenue-return and sharing requirements in 116P.10?  
 N/A 

Do you wish to request reinvestment of any revenues into your project instead of returning revenue to the ENRTF?  
 N/A 

Does your project include original, hypothesis-driven research?  
 Yes 

Does the organization have a fiscal agent for this project?  
 No 

Does your project include the design, construction, or renovation of a building, trail, campground, or other capital 
asset costing $10,000 or more? 
 No 

https://lccmrprojectmgmt.leg.mn/media/map/feb49e17-0f9.pdf
https://lccmrprojectmgmt.leg.mn/media/attachments/642e73f5-692.pdf
https://lccmrprojectmgmt.leg.mn/media/attachments/e2d07d47-1ea.pdf
https://lccmrprojectmgmt.leg.mn/media/attachments/29625598-da9.pdf
https://lccmrprojectmgmt.leg.mn/media/attachments/ed533725-7f6.pdf
https://lccmrprojectmgmt.leg.mn/media/attachments/85811939-ded.jpe
https://lccmrprojectmgmt.leg.mn/media/attachments/fdfc047f-5fe.pdf
https://lccmrprojectmgmt.leg.mn/media/attachments/7a0dc0d3-5fe.pdf
https://lccmrprojectmgmt.leg.mn/media/attachments/9a1d2821-9a9.pdf
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Do you propose using an appropriation from the Environment and Natural Resources Trust Fund to conduct a project 
that provides children's services, as defined in Minnesota Statutes section 299C.61 Subd.7? 
 No 
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